1. INTRODUCTION

The financial incentives that aim to develop the sectorial investments in the suitable manner entrepreneurs’ decisions have an important role in the economic growth process and this fact need to improve throughout the financial applications’ structural location related to public fiscal management process. The financial application plans that go into effects have to comprise benchmarking process consulting practical process oriented towards the long-term. There are structural questions which have been inevitably deal with in the financial applications process required because of the many studies have explored the effect of varying levels of incentive in many different tasks.

Undoubtedly, in the same process, these analyzes of structural about financial incentives are very important both the impact of trend and the course of financial inventions that are effected by public decision-making process drawing up the attention of probably business innovations throughout the extensive markets and sectoral dynamics. The financial practices’ roadmap that integrate publican law that regulate markets and business fiscal conditions shapes these tributary trends and process, which mean that the market interventions are supported via the publically financial supports. We know well that the entrepreneurs assume to reach the expected utility of their investments via the aimed maximum profits within respect to the financial market dynamics together with in the production and market entrepreneurs. It is appear that this approach results in fiscal enabling factors, which regard the fiscal knowledge capabilities in the innovation-cycle management.
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financial politics, which should be taken into consideration macroeconomic balances in the same period.

In addition, the entrepreneurs have financial management and applications that are controlled by market dynamics and these components are usually manipulated by entrepreneurs’ practice operations in the market relationships. The structural market relationships have to be selected, as a relating with theirs budgets constraints, by the entrepreneurs aiming to rise to the occasions. In the point, sometime the market structure covering the financial market risks directed towards entrepreneurs can be in the opposite of liberal politic approaches or this phenomenon needs to public interventions aiming to regulate the structure of investment dynamics to bring into macro balance. In the other hand, the matter that must be required is how it can be management in a suitable manner, which creates the optimal market value on a sustainable basis and dynamic balances. Therefore, the entrepreneurs have to consider some important points in contact with public financial management including financial incentives in term of public applications. Certainly, these mutual approachable relations have some important futures pertaining to ensure the financial dynamics in order to maintain the desired effects of financial incentives inclined towards entrepreneurs that plan for the investments in the complex market relationships.

Many developing countries simply do not possess the resources to make these kinds of investments and the importance of innovations capability for investment decisions depend on the largely location in public financial incentives as the divided financial values. Therefore, some prime costs for assessment of investment risks can bring up sectoral awareness programs and policy coordination to improve understanding of sustainable investing throughout financial decision making process in term of entrepreneurs in order to establish the optimal investments conditions. So, the probable innovations or sectoral investments dynamics to the future have to be considered together with the oriented financial valuation assisting GDP’s augmentations meaning all the publicically benefits must be taken up the additive criteria giving financial values to GDP. The effective financial instruments for the investments’ management need to support via public decisions and interventions because of the market failures generally can be maintained by public regulations in the wrong financial approaches that which fact gives responsibility of financial obligations.

In addition, investors and entrepreneurs need to more understand the level of financial management effects considered in the scope of public financial supports connecting with the macroeconomics objectives. Therefore, sectoral development agencies including private investment dynamics have to be being regulated in the common knowledge as a systematic management. This described financial fact should bring up the potential improvements’ level throughout the financial management inclined towards the desired investments in contact with the market opportunity. Promoting external funding via publically financial supports the portfolio investments should be aligned with sustainable financing strategies to supplement local and regional funds for sectoral developments by financial incentive decisions. In this respect, the public financial intensives have an important role in the being talked of sectoral development process due to the financial supports and incentives reduce entrepreneurs’ investment risk as the basic principle of priority factorial costs coordinating to improve understanding of sustainable investing.

As Turkey developing countries that aim joining to EU in their own progression, know that national investments are not enough aimed at both economic growth and integrations process. Developing countries must deal with international capital movements’ advantages by way of financial regulations’ positive effects. In the other hand, these being talked of countries should come to terms with the other important structure alterations appeared in their national fiscal process. Therefore, developing countries have to be considered together with theirs different fiscal futures comparing with the other members of EU countries’ financial structures. Namely, their financial incentives limits inclined towards entrepreneurs have to be debated in the normative financial formation comparing with the developed countries in EU framework.

2. THE SYSTEMATIC STRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL INCENTIVES IN TOUCH WITH INVESTMENTS AND ENTREPRENEURS

We know that the classic due diligence via financial tools and financial actors interested in funding can highly assess inclined toward SMEs, which based on the past performance and level of assist in GDP. But, the main problem is that their can not properly determine an SME’s innovation capability related to financial incentives due to legal relating to law publically regulations’ lacks. Hence, the
financial incentive structures that are supported by financial actors need to be frequently considered in the scope of innovation management with currently application towards entrepreneurs and investments. In this point, certainly the normative structure of financial regulations depends on the publically sanctions that are suggested by making the right investment decisions taking into considerations the public polls, sectoral purposes and publically choices to the future\textsuperscript{19}.

First of all, the systematic structure financial incentives is well-adjusted and taken by public decisions in the under business conditions and the management approaches that make a change have to be involved in the line business strategies\textsuperscript{14}. In the other hand, EU countries’ politic cultures and involving market evaluation process are the main characteristics, which designate the institutionally financial relations related towards financial incentives management connected with entrepreneurs. The improvement of enabling factors giving a business-investment opportunity is directly committed to the financial management performance and control including the transparency of financial incentives’ application in touch with financial resources’ allocation\textsuperscript{20}. In the other hand, these improve level express the national innovation capability aimed at both public and private sectors in order to divide up among themselves. The financial incentives being founded on the national saving and tax income in the current period including overall political stability with the degree to which rule of law is respected and enforced by the financial laws and regulations that impact access to capital and credit aimed at the improvement of entrepreneurs. The systematic structure of innovation in the financial framework can separate in appearance fundamental five points in each other as follow\textsuperscript{26}.

\textbf{Figure 1.} Innovation Circular Process Aimed at Financial Management and Financial Reasonable Approaches

Figure 1 express the important circular circumstances in the deductive reasoning points directly aimed at the financial management process connected with investments from public incentives to entrepreneurs. This means that an effective response to meaningful capital formation that require also regulatory financial interventions covers the financial process improving the capacity of banks together with the other financial institutions\textsuperscript{27} as well. And undoubtedly, the principal objectives aimed tightening regulatory financial flush to the investment markets have the limited credit reserves in the application process including thorough more less risk and financial cost\textsuperscript{18}. Hence, the financial management unit, as seen on the figure 1, that inevitably connects with in the circular flexibility is in the linear adjustment both institutional and financial applicable dynamics.

\section*{3. THE IMPACTS OF STRUCTURALLY APPROACHES IMPROVING THE ASSOCIATED FINANCIAL UNITS OF PUBLICLY FUNDS}

We know that the publicly savings funds have an effectively locations using for entrepreneurs in the market investments, which must be considered directed towards market dynamics including the other financial resources. In addition, indeed the optimal financial distributions inclined towards entrepreneurs need the fiscal transparency having their locations and effects in financial application observing process controlling too\textsuperscript{19}. Especially, the desired income and productivity levels covering small and medium enterprises have effectively a determinative structure for taking encouragement credits and financial incentives because of their systematic and methodological approaches reveal the different results sometimes\textsuperscript{20}.

Furthermore, it is not possible to find common management values that determine all the countries’ approve the standardized financial rules in in the scope of circular application reasoning\textsuperscript{21}. The methodological structurally approaches of investment management related to economic performance and entrepreneurs who favor changes at the basic investments ground directed toward the future include some the main developing points considered by public financial supports and the other public regulations in contact with the improving process. The methodological approach points possible to order as follow\textsuperscript{22}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{19} Europe Innova- Innovation Management, The Importance of Innovation Management Performance for Financial Investors Decision-Making, p. 4-5.
  \item \textsuperscript{19} Europe Innova- Innovation Management, The Importance of Innovation Management Performance for Financial Investors Decision-Making, p. 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{19} Camerer and Hogarth, p. 20
\end{itemize}
A. NIYAZI ÖZKER - THE FINANCIAL INCENTIVES MANAGEMENT INCLINED TOWARDS ENTREPRENEURS AND ITS APPEARANCE ON E.U. COUNTRIES AND TURKEY

The financial management strategy aimed at investors and entrepreneurs with the priority objectives in the scope of productive manufacturing industrial structure have the resemblance characteristic peculiarity of the financial incentives in EU countries including the structural futures. These financial appearances on EU countries express the financial incentive dynamics for innovatively investments that are supported via publically performance and the publically incentive dynamics for structurally innovatively dynamics related to economic impacts have to bring into the investment process as both the countries' strongly financial infrastructure and the desired highly levels of national savings.²⁶

4. THE STRATEGICALLY APPEARANCE OF FINANCIAL INCENTIVES ON EU COUNTRIES AND THE STRUCTURALLY FUTURES OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The financial management strategy aimed at investors and entrepreneurs if there are not enough limits that are ensured by directly public financial incentives required maintaining the meaningful financial quantity via the financial resources straightly dividing among themselves. Indeed, the most of EU countries have the methodological incentive applications to the investment market dynamics or market forming, and there are important structural reasons of this financial operationally fact as both the countries’ strongly financial infrastructure and the desired highly levels of national savings.²⁶

4.1. The Legislative Background Of Incentives In European Commission

The associated market formatting is the priority objective aimed for all EU countries and European Commission is concerned about the important financial obligations directed towards the member countries. The financial intensives measurement is the one of the matters related financial intensives in European Commission’s relationship in touch with the other member countries of EU²⁴. And then the last assemble related to financial incentives was held on 21st September 2010 in order to the other aimed fiscal regulations and especially the environmental pollution reducing was purposed due to the business operations resulted in an important financial costs. Certainly, there are the decisions related to the fiscal
regulations including financial incentives as the ensured decisions in the European Commission decision process including the opinions of European Commission’s member. However, these comprehensive approaches have taken care of this more meaningful financial constituting, which have increased the financial incentives’ effects, than the previous existed incentives regulations.

Hence, the European Commission gathering about the communication of the member countries in the scope of the review fiscal adjustment have recognized the demanded fiscal incentives including largely the public financial incentives in 2010 and the intended obligations ensuring the incentives’ effects at the internal market of EU. In the other hand, the deflectively financial coordination’s negative effective have to be exceeding for preventing the distortion of EU’s internal markets, and then the commission’s functionally expressions result in the European Council and European Parliament declared in order to put up with the financial intensives’ guidelines. Furthermore, the taken obligations on the process were determined by European Council carrying out the special seminar, which was hold on 21th September 2010 and the member countries’ financial experiences covering financial incentives that were accepted for enabling the identification of best practicing. In this period, also the financial incentives came to mean an important the financial policy measures as the inevitable publically polices, which have been suited via the requirements of the regularly development funding for investment encouraging and entrepreneurs’ innovation opinions aimed at the productive manufactured goods and sectoral services like transporting in the more sensitive and responsibility environmental conditions. It is appeared that European Commission’s responsible financial policies for developing EU’s internal markets and services supported by public financial subsidies in the points of E.U.’s view. And then the other fact connecting with financial incentive regulations holding on 21st September 2010 was hold at the 6 June 2012 for bring up the final report adopted in the other financial incentives regulations in the framework of these finally decisions to today’s.

4.2. The Obligatory Principles of Financial Incentives Taken on The Member Countries in EU

In this approaches of financial incentives, also it is an important point interested in the management of financial incentives accepted by all the member countries is to become the familiar with basic investment concepts and learn about institutions actively providing access to capital for sustainable investment projects directed towards financial incentive applications. In addition, this structure fact has a legislation power on these EU’s member countries and this adjustment process has the some inevitable characteristic futures with important criteria concerned in the financial incentives management of EU in order to achieve the productive and suitable incentives applications’ ground as follow:

- First of all, the financial incentives’ management have to be regulated and shaped in the European Commission directives’ framework, which bring up Directive 98/34/EC including the other technical regulation (Article 1 of Directive 98/34/EC). It means that this interrogate and cross-examine EU’s the associated financial strategy together with the different and alternative approach, which is under debate in the last period.

- Financial incentives must be distributed according to the effects of special incentives recommended by decision making to apply step by step and each of the application. The held structural formations have to be considered directed towards to transparency in the spite of financial incentives’ different effects (Article 8/1 of Directive 92/59/EEC; Article 8/1 and Article 9 of Directive 98/34/EC). So, the proportionally financial incentives dividing among themselves are meaningful as an inevitable application and obligations’ totality.

- Therefore, sometimes the super credit applications can be supported, as public subsidies concerned within EU’s countries not found very strange. The solution of this phenomenon is not to be against EU’s the financial objects (Article 6/2 of Directive 98/34/EC).

- All the financial adjustments in the framework of EU’ member countries need to technological neutrality that can provide the financial inspection analyzes approved of the held in common acceptance by all the member countries. Therefore, the technological wholeness must bring up an inevitable associational identity provision in order to ensure that nothing goes wrong to the meaningful and suitable results (Article 7 and Article 9 of Directive 98/34/EC).

- Certainly, the extent and size of financial incentives take plane with different effects in the financial process because of the member countries have the different levels of economic growth and this phenomenon results in the declined financial standardization in themselves. In the other hand, the size and contain of incentives may bring forth some risks on the production process and especially, manufacturing sector that need the financial subsidies aimed at the other probably risk factors and sectoral balances. Hence, the financial extent has to express together with the associated financial regulations in order to reduce the probably risk factors and market failures by fair means (Article 9 of Directive 98/34/EC).

---

32 Ibid.
The legislation power of EU related to incentives regulations would be into the positive effects and progressions, and then the relevant EU legislation would be put forth the clearly recommended standards (Article 1/4 of Directive 98/34/EC)\(^{34}\). But the held in common regulations, as aimed at the financial structure and applications, are involved in the meaningfully place of decision making process inclined towards the optimal financial factors, fiscal adjustment balances or etc., in order to have not harmful effect on the member counties in EU (Article 10/4 of Regulation\(^{35}\).

In the case of an existing substance or in Article 3/2 of Directive 67/548/EEC\(^{36}\) in the case of a new substance).

These general financial criteria have to be taken on as important printed notices that get financial incentives in shape for the candidate countries’ completely new financial structures like Turkey.

5. THE APPEARANCE OF FINANCIAL INCENTIVES MANAGEMENT ON TURKEY AND ITS’ SOME IMPORTANT POINTS

Turkey is not the perfectly member of EU because of its’ financial conditions are not enough and respond to the perfectly member conditions, and which mean that Turkey should achieve the based financial incentives throughout its’ financial adaptation process within financial fragility. In this point, the matter is that the productive firms -or companies- have the different approaches how to maintain and exceed the growth targets of entrepreneurs including a rough estimate of costs and potential income for the community. However, a wide variety of organizations, including government agencies, industry trade associations and research firms regularly need to financial analyses that are provided by research evaluation techniques, which are supported via the publically financial incentives in both general and specialized enterprises.

And also, these arguments’ ground brings up the financial risk management considered, and furthermore, the structural phenomenon contains the effects of inevitable public decision making with the financial management arguments in Turkey. This undesired formation have continuing since a long time in order to deal with the negative structural aimed at bring to a successful conclusion. In other words, the adaptation process inclined towards being the completely member to EU make inevitable the financial regulations via the changed legislations and alterations considered in decision making in this framework. The financial criteria that are in lieu of law to the member countries in the scope of EU\(^{37}\) as a phenomenon, can be the cause of undesired structural financial options for both financial-structural objectives arriving at the level of international standards and all the associated international trade operations in Turkey.

5.1. The Financial Incentives’ Appearance on The Currently Financial Structure

In Turkey, it is apparent that the financial incentives especially are shaped via the Turkish Tax System that contain the applicable components, which have been considered in the tax operations like the other majority countries all over the world. Hence, the regulations related to the national tax structure have been the most important financial options directed towards the expression of financial alterations including the national financial incentives too.

This currently financial situation and its’ location connecting with the tax operations in Turkey can attempt to bring up watching on the figure (3) in the circumstances framework to Turkey, as follow\(^{38}\).

**Figure 3.** Financial Incentives System’s Appearance and Its’ Systematical Distribution of Financial Management in Turkey
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Figure 3 express the fundamental appearance of Turkish financial incentives considered in the distributive financial management within the incentive items have been in the financial friendship shaped by the indirect taxes including regional incentives for a long time. But, indeed the practically important incentive applications with their remarkable effects are in the extent of the direct

\(^{34}\) European Economic Council (EEC), Directive 98/34/EC p. 4


tax financial operations being personal income tax and cooperation tax in spite of banks' credits and subventions. The completely adaptation matter occurs in this point and Turkey come face to face the meaningful alterations aimed at the participation process of EU including the reformist tax investigation, which are to being useful for the propose of entrepreneurs within both the effectively tax management and its' financial balances concerned with the new incentive concept.

5.2. What Must Be Done to Achieve The Obligatory Adaptation Dynamics to EU?

This structural question that has debated since a long time, is which there are any the perfectly solution or not for the desired financial adaptation process including the integrations dynamics because of the financial reform process containing have to be defined and considered via the financial management preferences. Certainly, this ground of arguments includes the financial incentives’ applications that express usually the politically process’ obligatory dynamics and also this frame put forth Turkey’s financial policies for consideration as the some brief objectives inclined towards the provisions view of EU for completely being membership.

- First of all, these financial entirely concept has some the adjustment matters that have to deal with related to financial investments in order to be completely EU’s member via the supported entrepreneurs in Turkey. As Turkey the politic process provides not the optimal distribution of financial incentives and the negative phenomenon results in the deviated from the optimal distributive effects in order to achieve an international financial unity at the future.

- The optimal financial framework accepted by all the member countries have to give some answers related to the financial management matters directed towards entrepreneurs in Turkey and EU’s financial obligations are obviously stated containing financial incentives strategies for developing countries like Turkey.

- The interrogated priority matters are related to manufacturing companies that are interested in EU’s financial decisions. The point of the view EU means that which sectoral enterprises priority supported by public financial resources or what the limits of publically financial supports are directed towards entrepreneurs in the market regulations aiming at the market expectations’ financial limits. Usually, the financial regulations have been focus on the provided criteria via the financial analyses due the financial analyses are at the first sight in the incentives application process of EU.

- The being talked of financial incentives applications have a meaningful important in Turkey as well as EU countries because of these countries’ financial strategies and especially these countries have the different money units regarding fiscal policy, a fiscal expansion—an increase in the fiscal deficit—may or may not be depending on the composition of the fiscal incentives. Therefore, especially Turkey’s monetary and fiscal application policies must be constituted as an important fiscal contradictions arranging the integration process like all countries’ financial obligations appeared in the scope of EU’s financial conditions.

- The other important matter, as a strategically approach questioned from the point of countries in EU, is the dilemma of how important to the benchmarking of innovation strategies or how much the structural alterations accepted aimed at currently the national financial balances and objectives. Because, these member countries’ entrepreneurs and investors connected with sectoral innovations are appraised and supported by public incentives, which are taken shape in the different national own priorities like Turkey.

- The needed manner that have to bring up connected with the appearance on EU in the financial incentives management is the structural financial alterations that are result in the different outcomes and effects. Hence, the financial analyses based on the notion of an economic development principal are the best thought of as a normative framework of EU and the financial analyses determining how different values of an independent variable impacts depend on the variable financial under a given set of assumptions in Turkey. These required conditions state that however Turkey needs to be a financial distinctiveness having on the well-used of financial incentives turned towards entrepreneurs with socially responsible investing for Turkey’ member.

6. CONCLUSION

The financial incentives are the important phenomenon that must be considered in the compliance process with together with all fiscal background like tax discounts and the other financial exemptions, which should be constructed in the international normative fiscal items forms. This fact prohibits any discrimination throughout internally national taxation in the particular approaches aimed at the sporting the domestic manufacture sector under EC obligations. Moreover, this fact includes the associated adjustment fiscal rules in order to be together with the other EU countries in the same concept. In this respect, the financial incentive management reveals the different special features that appear in the member countries due to these countries’ the distinctive and fragility financial structures related to developing countries like Turkey.

---

43 World Bank, Turkey Country Economic Memorandum, pp. 131-132.
their own different management ways. So, the countries’ incentive systems and methodological approaches have to be constituted with the assorted effects for both financial management that came on the financial markets due to having different institutionally features and these countries’ foreign commercial relationships being in the different financial expected.

In this point, the considered matter pertaining to the financial incentives aimed at entrepreneurs is the classification of financial incentives inclined towards the incentives’ contents as well as the entrepreneurs’ preferences in the established sectoral developments including their own aims comparing with the different investment costs. In the other hand, the entrepreneurs’ investment preferences become a reality bring up a linear correlations for both investments costs and the considered investment plans that are supported via financial incentives. Because, the dominant diagnostic items of financial incentives create the additive criteria on the desired investment, which bring forth the contributed criterion effect on the economic growth being the conclusion of financial incentive applications. As Turkey, also the financial incentives’ structural location is considered in the adjustment process in order to ensure being a membership of EU as an inevitable financial condition in order to ensure to achieve the international associated incentives ground. Therefore, the analyzed adaptation process aimed at the membership of EU provide to access with the proposed financial regulations including the basic financial incentives standards in Turkey. This practically approach that is situated in the adaptation process means the accepted mutual recognitions in term of EU countries.
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